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Abstract
Collaborative inference has recently emerged as an attractive framework for applying deep learning to Internet of Things

(IoT) applications by splitting a DNN model into several subpart models among resource-constrained IoT devices and the

cloud. However, the reconstruction attack was proposed recently to recover the original input image from intermediate

outputs that can be collected from local models in collaborative inference. For addressing such privacy issues, a promising

technique is to adopt differential privacy so that the intermediate outputs are protected with a small accuracy loss. In this

paper, we provide the first systematic study to reveal insights regarding the effectiveness of differential privacy for

collaborative inference against the reconstruction attack. We specifically explore the privacy-accuracy trade-offs for three

collaborative inference models with four datasets (SVHN, GTSRB, STL-10, and CIFAR-10). Our experimental analysis

demonstrates that differential privacy can practically be applied to collaborative inference when a dataset has small intra-

class variations in appearance. With the (empirically) optimized privacy budget parameter in our study, the differential

privacy technique incurs accuracy loss of 0.476%, 2.066%, 5.021%, and 12.454% on SVHN, GTSRB, STL-10, and

CIFAR-10 datasets, respectively, while thwarting the reconstruction attack.
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1 Introduction

Recent advancements in deep learning techniques have

greatly empowered various Internet of Things (IoT)

applications such as object recognition, human activity

recognition, health monitoring, and environmental sensing

[1–4]. However, running a trained deep neural network

(DNN) model with new inputs (i.e., DNN inference) would

be resource-intensive and requires massive computational

resources, making it notably difficult to be directly

deployed on resource-constrained IoT devices [5, 6].

Therefore, an alternative practical way for deployment is to

construct a DNN model on a cloud server and forward

input data from IoT devices to the cloud server for the

inference. With such deployment, however, IoT devices’

data are inevitably exposed to the cloud service provider,

raising privacy concerns for some IoT applications that

would process sensitive and/or private data.

Recently, collaborative inference [7, 8] was introduced

to avoid the direct exposure of such data from resource-

constrained IoT devices, which DNN inference can still be

effectively supported. In particular, in the collaborative

inference framework, a DNN model is split into a local part

model containing simple shallow layers of the DNN model

and a remote part model containing the remaining sophis-

ticated layers. The local part model is typically deployed

on the resource-constrained IoT devices, while the remote

part model is deployed on the cloud, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

In this collaborative inference framework, DNN infer-

ence is performed collaboratively, crossing from the local

part model to the remote part model. The local part model

first processes input data to obtain an intermediate output.

Then, this intermediate output is sent to the remote part

model to perform forward inference computation over the

remaining layers. Consequently, collaborative inference

fundamentally eschews direct exposure of the raw input

data to the cloud. Moreover, collaborative inference has

clear advantages for reducing the computational resources

of IoT devices in deep learning applications. In the view of

model providers, the use of collaborative inference would

be preferred as well because they do not need to give out

the entire DNN model for deployment on local devices.

At first glance, it may seem sufficient to use collabora-

tive inference for protecting raw input data used in a DNN

model. However, recent studies [9, 10] show that collab-

orative inference could entail privacy risks. The interme-

diate output produced from the local part model can

contain sensitive information used to recover the original

raw input data. He et al. [10] presented the feasibility of a

reconstruction attack targeting collaborative inference for

image-based applications, which is designed for an honest-

but-curious cloud service provider to recover the original

input image from the intermediate output generated from

the local part model. In independent work, to mitigate the

privacy risks from exposing the intermediate output, Wang

et al. [9] proposed a collaborative inference framework

using differential privacy [11] to avoid the privacy leakage

from the intermediate output. Differential privacy has

become the de facto privacy standard as it provides a rig-

orous mathematical framework for formalizing privacy

guarantees in terms of the privacy budget �. The framework

in [9] employs differential privacy via adding delicately

calibrated noises to the intermediate output values. As such

perturbations definitively incur a degradation on the

inference accuracy, the framework further delicately pro-

vides a noisy training technique to endow the remote part

model with robustness to perturbed data and alleviate the

impact of noise perturbation on the inference accuracy.

To deploy a collaborative inference framework using

differential privacy in the real world, it would be necessary

for a given collaborative inference model to show that a

reasonable budget � for differential privacy can be chosen

against such data reconstruction attacks. However, Wang

et al. [9] did not thoroughly analyze the privacy-accuracy

trade-offs in the presence of the state-of-the-art data

reconstruction attack against collaborative inference.

Therefore, our work was motivated by the following

research question:

RQ: Is it feasible to adopt differential privacy to gain

protection in collaborative inference against recon-

struction attack while preserving high accuracy of the

inference?

To answer the research question, we implement the state-

of-the-art differential privacy framework for collaborative

inference [9], and newly apply the state-of-the-art recon-

struction attack against that framework over various

datasets to reveal the privacy-accuracy trade-offs. To our

best knowledge, our study is the first that assesses the

practical usability of differential privacy for collaborative

inference in the presence of the state-of-the-art reconstruc-

tion attack. We summarize the key contributions of this

paper as follows:Fig. 1 Overview of collaborative inference
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– We implement the state-of-the-art collaborative infer-

ence framework using differential privacy [9, 10] and

reconstruction attack to analyze the privacy-accuracy

trade-offs in collaborative inference.

– We conduct extensive evaluations on the attack and

defense implementations with various datasets, includ-

ing SVHN, GTSRB, STL-10, and CIFAR-10, and

varying the privacy budget �. Unlike the previous study

with a fixed split [9], we evaluate several split settings

by varying the layers of the local part model and the

remote part model. We find that the effectiveness of

differential privacy increases as the number of layers of

the local part model decreases in the collaborative

inference model deployment (i.e., the number of layers

of the remote part model increases).

– We reveal insights about how the effectiveness of

differential privacy is significantly affected by the

characteristics of datasets through our experiments. We

find that differential privacy would be more effective

when a dataset has small intra-class variations in

appearance. In our experiments, the best privacy budget

� incurs accuracy loss of 0.476%, 2.066%, 5.021%, and

12.454% on SVHN, GTSRB, STL-10, and CIFAR-10

datasets, respectively, while preventing data recon-

struction attacks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 provides background information on the differential

privacy-based collaborative inference framework and the

data reconstruction attack. Section 3 presents comprehen-

sive experimental evaluations. Section 4 discusses key

findings from our extensive evaluations and draws practical

insights. Section 5 describes the related work. Section 6

concludes this work.

2 Background

2.1 Collaborative inference

In the collaborative inference framework [7, 8] for IoT-

cloud applications, as shown in Fig. 1, a trained DNN

model, denoted by fh and parameterized by model param-

eters h, is split into two parts: a local part model fh1 and a

remote part model fh2 . The former is deployed on the cli-

ent-side (resource-limited IoT devices), while the latter is

on the cloud side. To perform inference for a data sample x,

the client first feeds x to the local part model and obtains

x� ¼ fh1ðxÞ, which represents an intermediate output. This

intermediate output is then sent to the cloud, which further

applies the remote part model fh2 to x� and produces the

ultimate inference result y ¼ fh2ðx�Þ.

2.2 Differential privacy

Differential privacy is a mathematical framework defined

for privacy-preserving data analysis. The formal definition

of �-differential privacy is as follows [11].

Definition 1 Given any two neighboring inputs D and D0

which differ in only one data item, a mechanism M pro-

vides �-differential privacy if

Pr½MðDÞ 2 S� � e� � Pr½MðD0Þ 2 S�.

Intuitively, the above definition indicates that for any

output in the range S of the mechanism M, its probability

of being produced from D is very close to that of being

produced from D0, as characterized by �. That is, given any

output, one can hardly tell whether it is produced from D or

D0. The parameter � is usually referred to as the privacy

budget. A smaller � value indicates stronger privacy

protection.

To achieve differential privacy, the common approach is

to add calibrated noises to the output of a function gð�Þ
based on specific probability distributions [12]. A widely

used probability distribution in differential privacy is the

Laplace distribution, denoted by Lap(b), where b is called

the scale parameter. In particular, the probability density

function is: Pr½x� ¼ 1
2b e
�jxj=b. The Laplace mechanism [12]

for �-differential privacy works by sampling noises from

Lap(b) and adding the noises to the output values of the

function gð�Þ. Here, to achieve �-differential privacy, b is

set according to the global sensitivity Dg of the function

gð�Þ, i.e., b ¼ Dg
� . Let jj � jj1 denote the l1 norm. The global

sensitivity of Dg is defined as:

Dg ¼ max
D;D0
jjgðDÞ � gðD0Þjj1:

2.3 Differential privacy for collaborative
inference

The differential privacy framework for the collaborative

inference that we investigate herein is the state-of-the-art

by Wang et al. [9]. At a high level, this framework is

comprised of two modules: one module on the local part
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which performs the differential privacy noise-based per-

turbation in the inference phase; and the other module on

the remote part, which conducts a noisy training process to

mitigate the impact of noise perturbation on the inference

accuracy performance of a DNN model.

As shown in Algorithm 1, the differential privacy based

noise perturbation proceeds as follows. Given an input data

sample x, the client passes it to the local part model and

obtains ~x fh1ðxÞ. Then, noises sampled from the Laplace

distribution are added to a bounded version of ~x, producing

the noisy intermediate output x�, which is sent to the cloud

for inference. Note that bounding each value in ~x is needed

because it is hard to directly estimate the global sensitivity

of fh1ðxÞ for adding differential privacy noises. The bound

B, as used in Algorithm 1, can be set as the median of the

infinity norm with regard to a set of training examples

during the training phase. We note that the client could

optionally perform nullification on the input data sample x

by randomly setting a portion of elements in x to zeros,

masking some parts of x that are deemed highly sensitive.

As the perturbation will obviously degrade the accuracy

performance of the DNN model, the design [9] construc-

tively takes advantage of noisy training to fine-tune the

remote part model fh2ð�Þ. The main idea is to perform

training on both plain representations and noisy counter-

parts for the remote part model, taking into account the

training losses for both plain representations and noisy

representations. Here, a clear representation means the

intermediate output obtained by passing an input data

sample to the original clean local part model. We refer

interested readers [9] for details on the algorithm for noisy

training. Let f 0h2ð�Þ denote the fine-tuned remote part model.

In the inference phase, upon receiving the noisy interme-

diate output from the client, the cloud conducts the infer-

ence by passing it to f 0h2ð�Þ and returns f 0h2ðx
�Þ to the client

as the inference result.

Remark It is noted that since our goal is to evaluate the

practical usability of the above state-of-the-art framework

in the presence of the reconstruction attack, we exactly

follow the Laplace mechanism-based construction in [9]

and do not aim to propose new differential privacy mech-

anisms that can work for collaborative inference. We are

aware that there are other mechanisms like the Gaussian

mechanism and the exponential mechanism [13]. However,

we emphasize that whether and how they can be effectively

applied to the collaborative inference paradigm remains

unclear. Indeed, it is non-trivial to apply differential pri-

vacy to the collaborative inference paradigm because

simply adding noises locally will lead to poor utility of the

inference service. This also accounts for why the prior

work [9] needs to develop an algorithm for fine-tuning the

model training process at the cloud serve, so as to balance

privacy and utility. If there emerge other custom and

workable differential privacy mechanisms for collaborative

inference later, it would be interesting and valuable as well

to explore their effectiveness against the reconstruction

attack. In that case, we believe our initial study in this area

can serve as good pointers and references.

2.4 Reconstruction attack against collaborative
inference

In a recent work [10], He et al. proposed reconstruction

attacks that allow the cloud to reconstruct the input image

given the intermediate output and the local part model in

the collaborative inference framework. Our study focuses

on the reconstruction attack in the white-box setting

because it is much stronger than that in the black-box

setting. Evaluating differential privacy in the most pow-

erful white-box attack setting arguably can better reflect

how useful differential privacy can be in practice. For this

attack setting, the local part model is known to the cloud,

given that the whole DNN model is trained by the cloud,

which also performs model splitting and provides the local

part to the client. It is noted that the attack is proposed

against images, so our evaluations are performed over

image datasets. For other data types, we are not aware of

any works that propose corresponding reconstruction

attacks in the context of collaborative inference. Mean-

while, we note that the evaluation in the prior work [9]

designing the differential privacy framework for collabo-

rative inference is also dominated by image datasets. Fur-

ther, it is worth noting that one main motivation for the

collaborative inference paradigm initially proposed in [7] is

to allow the local client to send to the cloud server a much

smaller intermediate output rather than the large-sized raw

input, for which image data as the input will benefit the

most from such paradigm. Indeed in the seminal work [7],

the evaluation is also conducted over image datasets.

Algorithm 2 gives the details of the studied recon-

struction attack that aims to reconstruct input images in

collaborative inference. Let x0 denote an example input

image and bx denote the reconstructed image against x0. The
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main idea is to formulate the reconstruction attack as an

optimization problem under two requirements. Firstly,

feeding bx to the local part model fh1 produces an inter-

mediate output fh1ðbxÞ that is similar to the observed fh1ðx0Þ.
Here the similarity is measured by the Euclidean distance.

Secondly, bx is a natural image which follows the same

distribution as the input samples for the DNN model. For

this requirement, the total variation measure is adopted to

enforce that the reconstructed image bx is as piece-wise

smooth as possible.

3 Comprehensive evaluations

3.1 Experimental setup

Datasets. We use four datasets in our comprehensive

empirical evaluations, including SVHN [14], GTSRB [15],

CIFAR-10 [16], and STL-10 [17]. Figure 2 show the one

class of each dataset. The overall specifications of these

datasets are given in Table 1. It is noted that for each

dataset, the clipping bound as shown in Table 1 is derived

by computing the median of the infinity norms of inter-

mediate outputs with regard to 100 randomly chosen

training examples. Each dataset is introduced in more

details below:

– SVHN. This dataset contains labeled images of house

numbers in Google Street View images. Each image

has a size of (32, 32, 3), and is labeled from 0 to 9. We

randomly select 73, 200 images for training and

26, 000 for testing.

– GTSRB. This dataset contains labeled images of traffic

sign images. The images have 3 channels but with

varying sizes, and are categorized into more than 40

classes. There are more than 50, 000 images in total. In

our evaluation, we randomly select 14, 600 images out

of 10 classes for training and 4, 800 images for testing,

with each image being resized to (32, 32, 3).

– STL-10. This dataset contains labeled images of natural

objects in 10 classes. There are 1, 300 images in each

class. Each image has a size of (96, 96, 3). We

randomly select 10, 000 images for training and

3, 000 images for testing, with each image being

resized to (32, 32, 3).

– CIFAR-10. This dataset also contains labeled images of

natural objects in 10 classes (such as airplane, bird, car,

and cat), with 6, 000 images per class. Each image has

a size of (32, 32, 3). There are 50, 000 training images

and 10, 000 testing images, which are used in our

evaluation.

3.1.1 Neural network architectures

The overall DNN architecture used in our evaluation is

detailed in Fig. 3. Case 3 is the same as in [9]1 (where the

local model contains 3 convolutional layers). We have

considered more splitting cases: In Case 1, the local part

model contains one convolutional layer; In Case 2, the

number of local convolutional layers is 2. More details are

given in Fig. 3.

The input size is (32, 32, 3), and the number of output

class is 10. Following the prior work [9], we first derive the

model parameters of the local part model (in different

cases) from a pre-trained model over CIFAR-100 dataset,

and then keep the local part model frozen for the client.

That is, the local part model serves as a generic feature

extractor and is applicable to all different datasets [9]. We

trained the remote part model in a fine-tuned manner per

each dataset which is introduced above (SVHN, GTSRB,

STL-10, and CIFAR-10). Note that the input for the remote

part model is the output obtained by feeding the data

sample to the local part model.

3.1.2 Hyperparameters

For each dataset, we use the ADAM optimizer for training

of the remote part model, following [9]. In order to

determine the hyper-parameters, we follow the scale of the

hyper-parameters in the prior work [9] as starting points,

and then further fine-tune the hyper-parameters during our

training process. The learning rate is set to 0.00001 for

SVHN, 0.000002 for GTSRB, 0.0000027 for STL-10, and

0.00001 for CIFAR-10, respectively. The batch size being

used is 300 for SVHN, 200 for GTSRB, 200 for STL-10,

and 100 for CIFAR-10, respectively. The number of

training epochs is 40 for SVHN, 100 for GTSRB, 500 for

STL-10, and 100 for CIFAR-10, respectively. Similar to

prior work related with the evaluation of differentialFig. 2 Intra-class variation of each dataset: SVHN (digit number 2),

GTSRB (30 km/h speed limit signs), CIFAR10 (bird), and STL10

(airplane). It is observable that SVHN \ GTSRB \ STL-10 \
CIFAR-10 in terms of intra-class variation degree

1 Batch normalization is applied in our case to further improve the

plain model accuracy.
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privacy in other contexts [18], we vary the privacy budget �

between 0.1 and 5000 which represents a wide range, and

evaluate the results on accuracy and privacy strengths in

the presence of the reconstruction attack. It is noted that the

presented accuracy results are averaged over 5 runs.

3.1.3 Quantitative metrics

In addition to the visualization of reconstructed images,

MSE, SSIM, and PSNR metrics are also adopted to quan-

tify the reconstruction efficacy, which generally measures

the difference between the original image and the recon-

structed image.

Let A and B denote the original image and reconstructed

image respectively, with the size of m� n.

The pixel value at position (i, j) is denoted by A(i, j) and

B(i, j) respectively for images A and B. In what follows we

introduce each metric:

1. Mean Squared Error (MSE) measures the similarity

between two images by computing the cumulative

squared error of pixel values. The lower the value of

MSE, the higher the similarity between two images.

Specifically, it is computed via:

MSEðA;BÞ ¼ 1

m � n
X

m;n

i;j¼1;1
jjAði; jÞ � Bði; jÞjj2:

2. Structural similarity (SSIM) [19] is a perception-based

metric which measures the similarity between two

images based on structural information. It is computed

as:

SSIMðA;BÞ ¼ ð2lAlB þ C1Þð2rAB þ C2Þ
ðl2A þ l2B þ C1Þðr2A þ r2B þ C2Þ

;

where lA and lB are the mean value of pixels in image

A and B, r2A and r2B are the variances, and rAB is the co-

variance, respectively. In addition, C1 and C2 are

constants. The value of SSIM lies between the range of

[0, 1], and a larger SSIM value indicates a higher

similarity between two images.

3. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) measures the sim-

ilarity of two images via the peak error. Larger PSNR

values indicate higher image similarity. It is computed

via:

Table 1 Specifications of datasets and clipping bounds under differ-

ent splitting cases

Dataset SVHN GTSRB STL-10 CIFAR-10

Training Set Size 73,200 14,600 10,000 50,000

Testing Set Size 26,000 4,800 3,000 10,000

Case 1 Bound 250.104 237.374 230.409 230.174

Case 2 Bound 7477.173 16385.918 12801.195 13058.996

Case 3 Bound 7774.149 9613.522 8346.818 10680.272

Fig. 3 The DNN architecture in our evaluation with varying splitting cases
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PSNRðA;BÞ ¼ 10 log10ð
2552

MSEðA;BÞÞ:

3.2 Results over the SVHN dataset

3.2.1 Utility under DP

As shown in Table 2, the baseline model over the SVHN

dataset without differential privacy (DP) achieves accuracy

of 93:498%, 92:695%, 92:953% in Cases 1, 2, and 3,

respectively. In Fig. 4, we show the accuracy results of the

DP method (Fig. 4a) as well as the normalized accuracy

loss (Fig. 4b) against the baseline accuracy, under varying

values of the privacy budget �. As depicted in the figure,

the DNN model under the DP method has essentially no

utility for �\5. For �� 5, the accuracy achieved by the DP

method is rapidly getting close to the baseline accuracy.

For instance, the accuracy results are 93:081%, 85:787%,

88:686% for � ¼ 5 (normalized accuracy losses of 0:446%,

7:453%, 4:590%), 93:479%, 89:473%, 90:397% for � ¼ 10

(normalized accuracy losses of 0:020%, 3:476%, 2:750%),

93:1928%, 91:8796%, 92:083% for � ¼ 100 (normalized

accuracy losses of 0:326%, 0:880%, 0:936%), and

93:199%, 92:083%, 92:249% for � ¼ 1000 (normalized

accuracy losses of 0:320%, 0:660%, 0:757%) for Case 1,

Case 2, Case 3, respectively. These results show that on the

SVHN dataset the DP method can still achieve good

accuracy highly close to the baseline accuracy under suit-

able � values.

3.2.2 Protection efficacy

We then examine the capability of the DP method in

defending against the reconstruction attack. In Fig. 5, we

show from a visual perspective the protection levels of

differential privacy against the data reconstruction attack in

Case 3 for some example testing images of the SVHN

dataset. The results for Case 1 and 2 are shown in

‘‘Appendix A’’. That is, we show the original images and

the reconstructed images derived by applying the attack to

intermediate outputs of the local model part, with regard to

varying privacy budget �. As expected, the protection

becomes less effective as the � value increases. According

to the visual results in the figure, no meaningful informa-

tion can be observed from the reconstructed images for

�� 200, indicating the DP method well protects the inputs

against the reconstruction attack. For �� 500, the visual

information of some images can be (clearly) observed from

the reconstructed images, such as Sample 3 and Sample 4.

In Fig. 6, we show the evaluation of the results of the

quantitative metrics (averaged over 100 randomly chosen

testing images), including the MSE, SSIM, and PSNR, with

regard to varying privacy budget �. For the MSE metric, a

clear descending trend is observed for �\10. Then, the

MSE values become relatively stable for 10� �� 200. For

�[ 200, the MSE values decreasingly evolve, indicating

the reconstructed images due to the attack are getting

closer to the original images. For the SSIM metric, overall

there is an ascending trend, and a sharp increase can be

observed for �� 500. Regarding the PSNR metric, we

observe that the PSNR values remain almost stable re-

gardless of the varying privacy budget �. No clear

ascending trends can be observed with the increase of the

privacy budget � (except when � is greater than 1000). This

suggests that PSNR is not an appropriate metric for mea-

suring the resistance of the DP method against the attack

in this context.

3.2.3 Note

From the above accuracy results and privacy measurement

results, it is shown that on the SVHN dataset, the DNN

model with the DP method, under suitable choices of �

values (e.g., 5� �� 200), can achieve accuracy compara-

ble to the baseline while providing resistance to the

reconstruction attack.

3.3 Results over the GTSRB dataset

3.3.1 Utility under DP

The baseline model over the GTSRB dataset without dif-

ferential privacy (DP) achieves accuracy of 92:676%,

95:284%, 92:869% in Case 1, 2, and 3. Fig. 7 shows the

accuracy results of the DP method (Fig. 7a) as well as the

normalized accuracy loss (Fig. 7b) with respect to the

baseline accuracy, under varying privacy budget �. As

depicted in the figure, the DNN model under the DP

method has essentially no utility until � exceeds 10 For

�� 10, the accuracy achieved by the DP method is

becoming close to the baseline accuracy. For instance, the

accuracy results are 90:067%, 85:811%, 66:816% for � ¼
10 (normalized accuracy losses of 2:815%, 9:941%,

28:053%), 91:287%, 92:926%, 88:025% for � ¼ 100 (nor-

malized accuracy losses of 1:499%, 2:475%, 5:216%), and

91:533%, 92:535%, 89:587% for � ¼ 1000 (normalized

accuracy losses of 1:233%, 2:885%, 3:533%) in Case 1,

Case 2, and Case 3, respectively. These results show that

on the GTSRB dataset the accuracy loss due to the DP

method is small under suitable � values.
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3.3.2 Protection efficacy

Figure 8 shows from a visual perspective the protection

levels of the DP method against the data reconstruction

attack in Case 3 for some example testing images of the

GTSRB dataset. Case 1 and 2 are shown in ‘‘Appendix A’’.

As expected, the protection becomes less effective with the

increase of the � value. According to the visual results in

the figure, no meaningful information can be observed

Table 2 Baseline accuracy without differential privacy

Model SVHN GTSRB STL-10 CIFAR-10

Case 1 93:498% 92:676% 69:576% 82:932%

Case 2 92:695% 95:284% 67:448% 77:795%

Case 3 92:953% 92:869% 67:333% 84:500%

Average 93:049% 93:610% 68:119% 81:742%

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Impact of the privacy budget � on accuracy (SVHN)

Fig. 5 Visual results of applying the attack against the DP method (SVHN Case 3)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6 Evaluation of the quantitative metrics for the reconstruction attack efficacy (SVHN): a MSE; b SSIM; c PSNR

(a)
(b)

Fig. 7 Impact of the privacy budget � on accuracy (GTSRB)
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from the reconstructed images for �� 200, indicating the

DP method well protects the inputs against the recon-

struction attack. For �� 500, the visual information of the

sample images can be (clearly) observed from the recon-

structed images.

In Fig. 9, we show the evaluation of the results of the

quantitative metrics (averaged over 100 randomly chosen

testing images), including the MSE, SSIM, and PSNR, with

regard to varying privacy budget �. For the MSE metric, it

reveals a clear descending trend for �\10. Then, the MSE

values become relatively stable for 10� �� 200. For

�[ 200, there is an obvious decrease in the MSE values,

indicating the reconstructed images due to the attack are

getting closer to the original images. For the SSIM metric,

there is an overall ascending trend, and a dramatic increase

is shown for �� 500. For the PSNR metric, we observe

again that the PSNR values remain almost stable regardless

of the privacy budget �.

3.3.3 Note

From the above accuracy results and privacy measurement

results, it is shown that over the GTSRB dataset, the DNN

model with the DP method, under suitable choices of �

values (e.g., 100� �� 200), can achieve accuracy

comparable to the baseline while providing resistance to

the reconstruction attack.

3.4 Results over the STL-10 Dataset

3.4.1 Utility under DP

The baseline model over the STL-10 dataset without dif-

ferential privacy (DP) achieves accuracy of 69:576%,

67:448%, 67:333% in Case 1, 2, and 3. Such accuracy

levels also appeared in prior work [20], and is orthogonal to

our study in this paper. In Fig. 10, we show the accuracy

results of the DP method (Fig. 10a) as well as the nor-

malized accuracy loss (Fig. 10b) against the baseline

accuracy, under varying values of the privacy budget �. As

shown, the DNN model under the DP method has essen-

tially no utility for �\10. For �� 10, the accuracy

achieved by the DP method is getting close to the baseline

accuracy. For instance, the accuracy results are 64:690%,

50:149%, 57:593% for � ¼ 10 (normalized accuracy losses

of 7:023%, 25:648%, 14:465%), 66:207%, 63:003%,

62:598% for � ¼ 100 (normalized accuracy losses of

4:842%, 6:590%, 7:032%), and 65:857%, 64:289%,

62:621% for � ¼ 1000 (normalized accuracy losses of

Fig. 8 Visual results of applying the attack against the DP method (GTSRB Case 3)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9 Evaluation of the quantitative metrics for the reconstruction attack efficacy (GTSRB): a MSE; b SSIM; c PSNR
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5:345%, 4:684%, 6:998%) in Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3,

respectively. These results show that on the STL-10 data-

set, the DP method can achieve accuracy comparable to the

baseline under suitable � values.

3.4.2 Protection efficacy

Figure 11 shows from a visual perspective the protection

levels of the DP method against the data reconstruction

attack in Case 3 for some example testing images of the

STL-10 dataset. Case 1 and 2 are shown in ‘‘Appendix A’’.

As expected, the protection becomes less effective with the

increase of the � value. It is observed that even at � ¼ 1000,

the reconstructed images almost reveal no meaningful

visual information of the original images. In Fig. 12, we

show the evaluation of the results of the quantitative met-

rics (averaged over 100 randomly chosen testing images),

including the MSE, SSIM, and PSNR, with regard to

varying privacy budget �. For the MSE metric, a clear

descending trend is observed for �\10. Then, the MSE

values become relatively stable for 10� �� 200. For

�[ 200, the MSE values decreasingly evolve, indicating

the reconstructed images due to the attack are getting

closer to the original images. For the SSIM metric, overall

there is an ascending trend, and a sharp increase can be

observed for �� 500. Regarding the PSNR metric, it is

shown again that the PSNR values remain almost

stable regardless of the varying privacy budget �.

3.4.3 Note

From the above accuracy results and privacy measurement

results, it is shown that over the STL-10 dataset, the DNN

model with the DP method, under suitable choices of �

values (e.g., 100� �� 500), can achieve accuracy compa-

rable to the baseline while protecting the input privacy.

3.5 Results over the CIFAR-10 Dataset

3.5.1 Utility under DP

The baseline model over the CIFAR-10 dataset without

differential privacy (DP) achieves accuracy of 82:932%,

77:795%, 84:5% in Case 1, 2, and 3. We show in Fig. 13

the accuracy results of the DP method (Fig. 13a) as well as

the normalized accuracy loss (Fig. 13b) against the base-

line accuracy, with regard to varying privacy budget �. As

shown in the figure, the DNN model under the DP method

has almost no utility for �\50. For �� 200, the accuracy

does not increase significantly. In particular, for

200� �� 1000, the accuracy varies from 75:905%,

66:475%, 69:755% (normalized accuracy losses of 8:473%,

14:551%, 17:450%) to 76:588%, 65:462%, 72:114% (nor-

malized accuracy losses of 7:650%, 15:853%, 14:658%),

which is not close to the baseline accuracy of 82:932%,

77:795%, 84:5% in Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3, respec-

tively. These results show that on the CIFAR-10 dataset,

the DP method can retain meaningful utility of the DNN

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Impact of the privacy budget � on accuracy (STL-10)

Fig. 11 Visual results of applying the attack against the DP method (STL-10 Case 3)
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model yet the accuracy loss against the base accuracy is

notable.

3.5.2 Protection efficacy

Figure 14 shows from a visual perspective the protection

levels of the DP method against the data reconstruction

attack in Case 3 for some example testing images of the

CIFAR-10 dataset. Case 1 and 2 are shown in ‘‘Appendix

A’’.

According to the visual results in the figure, no mean-

ingful information can be observed from the reconstructed

images for �� 500, indicating the DP method well protects

the inputs against the reconstruction attack. Figure 15

shows the evaluation of the results of the quantitative

metrics (averaged over 100 randomly chosen testing ima-

ges), including the MSE, SSIM, and PSNR, with regard to

varying privacy budget �. For the MSE metric, a clear

descending trend is observed for �\10. Then, the MSE

values become relatively stable for 10� �� 200. For

�[ 200, the MSE values decreasingly evolve, indicating

the reconstructed images due to the attack are getting

closer to the original images. For the SSIM metric, overall

there is an ascending trend, and a sharp increase can be

observed for �� 500. Regarding the PSNR metric, we

observe that the PSNR values remain almost stable re-

gardless of the varying �.

3.5.3 Note

From the above accuracy results and privacy measurement

results, it is shown that over the CIFAR-10 dataset, the

DNN model with the DP method, under suitable choices of

� values (e.g., 200� �� 500), can only retain a meaningful

utility of the DNN model while providing resistance to the

reconstruction attack.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12 Evaluation of the quantitative metrics for the reconstruction attack efficacy (STL-10): a MSE; b SSIM; c PSNR

(a) (b)

Fig. 13 Impact of the privacy budget � on accuracy (CIFAR-10)

Fig. 14 Visual results of applying the attack against the DP method (CIFAR-10 Case 3)
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4 Insights and discussions

In response to our research question above on whether the

differential privacy framework is able to protect collabo-

rative inference while preserving utility, we discuss our

findings and draw insights as follows.

Differential privacy is usable for collaborative inference

in the presence of the data reconstruction attack From our

results above, we consistently observe that the use of dif-

ferential privacy can retain the (meaningful) usability of

the DNN model, while providing protection on the input

privacy in collaborative inference. For different datasets,

however, our observation is that the suitable intervals of

the privacy budget � that can protect the input privacy

while maintaining good accuracy could vary. For example,

on the SVHN dataset, for � ¼ 5, the (normalized) accuracy

loss is 0:446%, 7:453%, 4:590% in Case 1, 2, and 3 while it

is 9:854%, 28:257%, 74:435% in Case 1, 2, and 3 on the

GTSRB dataset. On the GTSRB dataset, for � ¼ 500, the

visual information of original images can be observed from

the reconstructed images, while no meaningful visual

information from the attack can be observed on the

CIFAR-10 dataset. Overall, across all the datasets being

evaluated, our empirical observation is that the interval

100� �� 200 tends to provide a good trade-off between

utility and privacy protection.

Whether differential privacy can achieve accuracy close

to the baseline is dataset-dependent From the results over

the four datasets, we observe that on the SVHN, GTSRB,

and STL-10 datasets, the use of differential privacy is able

to achieve accuracy close to the non-private baseline. For

example, as shown in Fig. 16, for � ¼ 200 where privacy

protection is ensured, the (normalized) accuracy loss is

0:395%, 1:430%, 0:928% on SVHN, 1:671%, 2:464%,

4:720% on GTSRB, and 5:106%, 6:161%, 7:567% on STL-

10 respectively, while it is up to 8:473%, 14:551%,

17:450% on CIFAR-10, for Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3,

respectively.

On CIFAR-10, even when � further increases to 2000 or

5000 where input privacy is compromised as shown in

Fig. 14, the accuracy loss still stays at a high level, i.e.,

8:581%, 14:794%, 16:024% for � ¼ 2000, and 8:241%,

15:868%, 15:315% for � ¼ 5000. Hence, we point out that

even differential privacy can retain the (meaningful)

usability of the DNN model in collaborative inference, it

may not always be able to maintain the accuracy compa-

rable to the non-private baseline.

Empirical guide Our empirical insight is that differential

privacy appears to perform better for datasets with small

intra-class variation in collaborative inference, since

according to our observation CIFAR-10 has relatively large

intra-class variation compared to the other datasets.

Specifically, it is visually observable that the order of intra-

class variation of the four tested datasets is as follows:

CIFAR10[STL-10[GTSRB[SVHN. Accordingly, the

averaged accuracy drops across different splitting cases

due to differential privacy are 12.454%, 5.021%, 2.066%,

0.476% for CIFAR-10, STL-10, GTSRB, and SVHN,

respectively, given the largest tested privacy budget per

each dataset that can still provide protection against the

reconstruction attack (� ¼ 200 for SVHN and GTSRB, and

� ¼ 500 for STL-10 and CIFAR-10, as visually observed).

One simple criterion for intra-class variation is that the

more specific the class is, the smaller the intra-class vari-

ation will be. For instance, the intra-class variation of

German Shepherd Dog class is smaller than the intra-class

of dog class, since the latter is more general. We hope our

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15 Evaluation of the quantitative metrics for the reconstruction attack efficacy (CIFAR-10): a MSE; b SSIM; c PSNR

Fig. 16 Comparison of normalized accuracy drops over different

datasets. (� = 200)
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initial study can stimulate research activities for further in-

depth investigation.

Potential reason When the intra-class variation becomes

larger, the sensitivity to the noise injected from the dif-

ferential privacy could be higher. This could lead to

notable degradation in the accuracy. A formal proof and

corroboration in this direction is an interesting future work.

5 Related work

The user privacy issues have been extensively studied

[21–29]. FakeMask [26] proposed a technology to protect

users’ privacy by disclosing fake contexts to solve the

privacy problem on sensor-equipped smartphones. The

work [21] proposed a privacy protection scheme based on a

differential privacy model combined with clustering and

randomization algorithms. In particular, there are privacy

methods for machine learning models, such as

[22–25, 27, 29]. A reinforcement learning algorithm that

guarantees privacy in the optimization of the Markov

decision-making process and can efficiently solve a large

state space in a blockchain scenario by proposing a rein-

forcement learning-based offloading method was devel-

oped in [22]. The optimization method of the Deep

Reinforcement Learning algorithm for detecting abnormal

traffic that can monitor network transmission in real-time

using anomaly detection and effectively detects external

attacks is suggested in [24]. In addition, the works

[25, 27, 30, 31] used federated learning for privacy pro-

tection in training models over distributed datasets. There

is also a line of work [32, 33] on leveraging cryptographic

techniques to secure DNN inference.

Our work is related to prior works on evaluating the

effectiveness of differential privacy in machine learning

with attacks. In [34], Rahman et al. evaluate membership

inference attacks against a differentially private DNN

model which is proposed in [35]. In [18], Jayaraman and

Evans study the effectiveness of different relaxed notions

of differential privacy which are proposed for training

differentially private machine learning models, against

membership inference attacks and attribute inference

attacks. In [36], Bernau et al. compare local and central

differential privacy mechanisms under membership infer-

ence attacks. All these works are proposed for the scenario

where differential privacy is employed to protect the pri-

vacy of training data. Different from prior works, we

present the first study on evaluating differential privacy

when it is leveraged to protect the privacy of model inputs

in collaborative inference, against the state-of-the-art data

reconstruction attack.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we initiate the first comprehensive study on

the assessment of the practical usability of differential

privacy for collaborative inference in the presence of state-

of-the-art data reconstruction attack. We conduct an

extensive empirical evaluation over four datasets, exam-

ining the impact of varying privacy budget � on the aspects

including inference accuracy, visual protection strengths,

and quantitative metrics. Our results reveal that differential

privacy can be usable in the presence of the reconstruction

attack under certain conditions. Practical insights and

guidelines on the privacy-utility trade-offs have been

drawn when deploying differential privacy for collabora-

tive inference in practice. More specifically, an easy-to-

adopt drawn guideline is that smaller intra-class variation

of the dataset, more pragmatic of the DP for collaborative

inference. We hope our work can lead to a deeper under-

standing of the effectiveness of using differential privacy

for the protection of model input privacy in collaborative

inference for IoT applications.

For furture work, it is interesting to explore quantitative

measures for capturing dataset characteristics (e.g., intra-

class variation) so as to better study the relation between

dataset characteristics and the protection strengths of dif-

ferntial privacy. It is also interesting to extend our study to

non-image data, if reconstruction attacks against non-im-

age data emerge in future.

A More visual and quantitative evaluation
results

Figure 17 show some visual evaluation results on Case 1

and Case 2 in datasets (SVHN, GTSRB, STL-10, CIFAR-

10) regarding the protection levels of the DP method

against the data reconstruction attack. We can see that the

reconstruction attack is not effective even for smaller �

value as the local part model layer increases. It is observed

that even at � = 1000 in Case 1, the reconstructed images

reveal meaningful visual information of the original ima-

ges, in Case 2, the reconstructed images, the reconstructed

images almost reveal no meaningful information of the

original images.

Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 provide the quantitative evaluation

results in terms of accuracy, MSE, SSIM, and PSNR. Note

that the accuracy results were plotted in Figs. 4, 7, 10,

and 13. And the MSE, SSIM, and PSNR results were

plotted in Figs. 6, 9, 12, and 15. We provide the exact

figures here to facilitate the observations.
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Fig. 17 Visual results of applying the attack against the DP method. (Case 1 and Case 2)
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Table 3 Summary of

quantitative evaluation results

on SVHN

SVHN � 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20

Accuracy 9.086 12.916 14.319 12.673 90.977 93.081 93.479 93.311

Case 1 MSE 9997.76 9518.74 8574.61 7726.64 6521.06 4947.47 4153.4 3796.94

SSIM 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.11

PSNR 27.89 27.9 27.9 27.92 27.91 27.91 27.89 27.87

Accuracy 7.492 7.366 7.635 10.336 11.108 85.787 89.473 91.364

Case 2 MSE 8401.52 8079.89 7158.49 6095.42 5111.37 4077.23 3766.98 3755.65

SSIM 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.13 0.17

PSNR 27.93 27.91 27.91 27.91 27.91 27.88 27.88 27.87

Accuracy 11.820 7.795 7.338 10.563 12.673 88.686 90.397 91.290

Case 3 MSE 7140.53 6782.47 5795.56 4994.62 4239.78 3769.36 3696.93 3495.58

SSIM 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.09 0.16 0.2 0.23

PSNR 27.9 27.91 27.9 27.89 27.88 27.85 27.83 27.85

SVHN � 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000

Accuracy 93.289 93.193 93.129 93.284 93.199 92.791 93.072

Case 1 MSE 3585.67 3550.77 3301.97 2593.92 1737.37 1394.46 1302.65

SSIM 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.31 0.39 0.49

PSNR 27.85 27.86 27.88 27.89 28.01 28.22 28.47

Accuracy 92.090 91.880 91.370 91.963 92.083 91.925 91.853

Case 2 MSE 3707.14 3640.8 3262.77 3023.88 2307.26 1679.77 1179.61

SSIM 0.19 0.19 0.21 0.26 0.3 0.37 0.45

PSNR 27.89 27.87 27.87 27.83 27.89 28.02 28.29

Accuracy 91.974 92.083 92.097 92.027 92.249 92.017 92.031

Case 3 MSE 3649.12 3566.92 3989.44 3476.29 3112.32 2578.59 1781.42

SSIM 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.25 0.32 0.4

PSNR 27.89 27.9 27.88 27.86 27.86 27.91 28.01
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Table 4 Summary of quantitative evaluation results on GTSRB

GTSRB � 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20

Accuracy 10.201 7.654 10.663 10.540 66.166 83.544 90.067 91.141

Case 1 MSE 12071.39 11571.36 10665.28 9834.47 8647.24 7068.13 6209.64 5771.9

SSIM 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06

PSNR 27.91 27.89 27.9 27.9 27.89 27.89 27.88 27.89

Accuracy 10.129 11.083 11.381 10.628 14.764 68.360 85.811 91.411

Case 2 MSE 10188.53 10071.2 9580.27 8853.6 7773.82 6539.38 5858.98 5538.74

SSIM 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.06

PSNR 27.91 27.88 27.9 27.9 27.91 27.88 27.89 27.89

Accuracy 6.199 12.089 9.442 7.525 7.832 23.742 66.816 85.033

Case 3 MSE 10325.88 8601.28 7800.56 6964.68 6215.12 5670.55 5612.39 5556.87

SSIM 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.07

PSNR 27.87 27.91 27.9 27.9 27.9 27.91 27.89 27.88

GTSRB � 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000

Accuracy 91.565 91.287 91.128 91.938 91.533 92.236 91.452

Case 1 MSE 5444.03 5078.06 4425.78 2936.96 1805.7 966.69 548.52

SSIM 0.08 0.12 0.18 0.36 0.53 0.68 0.78

PSNR 27.88 27.85 27.84 27.83 27.93 28.18 29.22

Accuracy 92.072 92.926 92.936 92.711 92.535 93.034 92.522

Case 2 MSE 5379.79 5277.89 5039.41 4247.2 3224.56 2366.67 1343.37

SSIM 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.21 0.33 0.46 0.63

PSNR 27.87 27.87 27.85 27.81 27.8 27.85 27.98

Accuracy 87.855 88.025 88.486 88.858 89.587 89.756 89.417

Case 3 MSE 5564.47 5468.64 5505.66 4901.11 3900.2 2875.03 1939.66

SSIM 0.07 0.08 0.1 0.16 0.27 0.41 0.57

PSNR 27.88 27.9 27.9 27.87 26.81 27.82 27.89
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Table 5 Summary of

quantitative evaluation results

on STL-10

STL-10 � 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20

Accuracy 10.105 10.183 10.317 47.362 55.837 62.393 64.670 65.461

Case 1 MSE 11095.13 10570.25 9701.28 8717.42 7668.91 6058.02 5181.42 4764.48

SSIM 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.08

PSNR 27.88 27.89 27.89 27.89 27.91 27.89 27.9 27.89

Accuracy 9.692 10.602 10.115 10.099 9.443 46.263 50.149 59.110

Case 2 MSE 9487.52 9394.37 8887.52 8006.75 6872.39 5656.2 5194.35 4999.85

SSIM 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.09

PSNR 27.89 27.88 27.87 27.9 27.9 27.88 27.91 27.9

Accuracy 10.177 10.460 9.958 10.105 10.622 54.072 57.593 59.896

Case 3 MSE 8202.77 7868.32 7055.42 6097.01 5379.97 4930.15 4795.49 4763.31

SSIM 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.1 0.12

PSNR 27.9 27.9 27.9 27.9 27.89 27.88 27.91 27.88

STL-10 � 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000

Accuracy 65.693 66.207 66.023 65.935 65.857 66.232 65.055

Case 1 MSE 4661.07 4352.32 3849.4 2714.01 1742.79 953.52 602.52

SSIM 0.1 0.13 0.19 0.34 0.49 0.62 0.71

PSNR 27.89 27.88 27.85 27.89 28.02 28.3 29.16

Accuracy 60.373 63.003 63.286 63.707 64.289 64.098 64.178

Case 2 MSE 4688.91 4622.9 4468.96 3711.47 2927.61 2201.92 1212.14

SSIM 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.24 0.34 0.45 0.59

PSNR 27.86 27.87 27.85 27.86 27.87 27.91 28.16

Accuracy 61.983 62.598 62.238 63.508 62.621 63.872 62.952

Case 3 MSE 4539.6 4760.15 4757.22 4331.99 3597.64 2583.19 1752.03

SSIM 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.18 0.28 0.4 0.54

PSNR 27.87 27.89 27.91 27.86 27.86 27.89 28.02
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Table 6 Summary of quantitative evaluation results on CIFAR-10

CIFAR-10 � 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20

Accuracy 9.376 9.865 9.953 10.256 67.578 74.290 74.645 75.424

Case 1 MSE 10316.43 9765.56 8875.63 7957.14 6869.52 5264.82 4380.35 4072.72

SSIM 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.08

PSNR 27.88 27.91 27.9 27.9 27.91 27.91 27.89 27.87

Accuracy 10.245 10.027 9.605 10.097 9.958 9.985 55.798 60.954

Case 2 MSE 8742.84 8657.68 8084.87 7303.02 6171.18 4902.38 4277.36 4028.51

SSIM 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.09

PSNR 27.9 27.9 27.91 27.9 27.9 27.89 27.87 27.89

Accuracy 9.621 9.882 9.985 10.058 10.221 10.339 11.006 51.949

Case 3 MSE 7518.53 7298.3 6497.63 5598.26 4845.48 4179.38 4051.71 4013.06

SSIM 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.12

PSNR 27.91 27.89 27.9 27.9 27.89 27.87 27.86 27.87

CIFAR-10 � 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000

Accuracy 75.395 75.940 75.905 75.756 76.588 75.816 76.098

Case 1 MSE 3843.67 3698.5 3302.37 2346.79 1353.97 795.22 550.79

SSIM 0.1 0.13 0.19 0.33 0.49 0.62 0.7

PSNR 27.88 27.87 27.89 27.9 28.11 28.46 29.32

Accuracy 64.976 65.707 66.475 65.541 65.462 66.286 65.451

Case 2 MSE 4123.44 3897.66 3715.12 3113.49 2576.85 1750.36 1002

SSIM 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.23 0.33 0.45 0.58

PSNR 27.87 27.87 27.87 27.87 27.87 27.97 28.27

Accuracy 61.840 67.829 69.755 69.610 72.114 70.960 71.559

Case 3 MSE 3836.35 3954.54 3921.73 3689.95 3241.79 2475.87 1734.69

SSIM 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.23 0.36 0.5

PSNR 27.9 27.89 27.87 27.88 27.89 27.94 28
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